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WORKSHOPS
FRIDAY 15 NOVEMBER
9am – 11am

DIRECTING
David Caesar
Prepare for the challenges that
can impact on your screen
story . The emphasis of this
workshop will be placed on
the Director’s communication
of the story using the camera
as the narrator. You’ll learn
some theoretical and everyday
techniques to help you get the
most out of your teams in front
of, and behind the camera.
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VLOGGING/YOUTUBE
Danny Philippou
(RackaRacka)
Join YouTube sensation
Danny Philippou from
‘RackaRacka’ to understand
how to establish an engaging
online video presence, how
to keep an audience focused,
create exciting content and
grow your brand at the
same time.

TAFE NSW – Film and Media School
590-608 Hunter Street Newcastle

WRITING
Vanessa Bates

VIRTUAL REALITY – VFX
Michael Cox

Learn script development
and the process of creating
characters for the big or small
screen, or for theatre. The focus
of this workshop will be on
key principles, narrative and
character development –
know your character and
you know your story. Come
prepared to write!

Find out about the Visual Effects
and Virtual Reality Industries,
their place in film currently and
into the future. The workshop
will outline avenues for people
to get a foothold in the industry
and the challenges, hurdles
and rewards one can expect
from this field. Includes a
demonstration of how simple
it is to begin creating your own
virtual reality experiences.
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WORKSHOPS
FRIDAY 15 NOVEMBER
11.30am – 1.30pm

ACTING
Daniel Berini

PRODUCING
Lisa Scott

This workshop provides its
students with a fundamental
understanding of life as a
screen actor, including how to
execute different performance
methods, and the preparation
required to be a successful
working industry professional.

Using the internationally
acclaimed mini series ANZAC
Girls as a case study this
workshop details how the
project was realised, and will
take participants through
the process from pitch to
broadcast. Lisa Scott will
unpack television funding
mechanisms and how
streaming services have
affected the marketplace. Hear
the secrets from someone
inside the tent.
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TAFE NSW – Film and Media School
590-608 Hunter Street Newcastle

CINEMATOGRAPHY
Don McAlpine

SPECIAL EFFECTS – MAKEUP
Chad Atkinson

It is generally misunderstood
what a Director of Photography
(DP) contributes to a
production. This workshop will
explore the philosophy behind
the art of cinematography,
how motion pictures and
screen content have changed
over time and will follow the
extraordinary career of Don
McAlpine; self described as,
“a storyteller who happens to
be able to control a camera.”

A visceral workshop by
prosthetics and special
effects expert Chad Atkinson.
Make fake blood and create
a realistic bleeding effect on
prosthetic makeup. Chad will
demonstrate how prosthetic
wounds can be created,
manufactured and applied for
film and will talk about how to
budget for films, no matter the
size and get value with your
special effects.
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WORKSHOPS
FRIDAY 15 NOVEMBER
2pm – 4pm

LINE PRODUCING
Scott Hartley
The role of the Line Producer in
Australian productions. Getting
the most out of your budget
– planning a production from
script synopsis to completion
of delivery. From the Line
Producer on some of Australia’s
most acclaimed dramas and
documentaries.
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ANIMATION, VISUAL FX &
DATA VISUALISATIOn
Ben Simons
In this workshop students will
gain an in depth understanding
of how to navigate Australian
gateways of getting into
Feature Film Animation and
Visual FX. By delving into
the steps undertaken by
award winning Visual Effects
Supervisor and creator of ‘Data
Arena’ Ben Simons, students
will further recognize the
new directions in which Data
Visualization is heading.

TAFE NSW – Film and Media School
590-608 Hunter Street Newcastle

VISUAL EFFECTS
Tim Crosbie
Over the last few decades
Visual Effects has grown
as a discipline. Jurassic
Park introduced the world
to believable computergenerated effects, and now
the digital contribution is
present in almost all forms
of post-production. Rig and
crew removal, set extensions
and seamless additions into
otherwise everyday scenes
are a normal part of how VFX
is used to ensure productions
can run smoothly and quickly
during the shoot.

HOW TO MAKE A SHORT FILM
WITH AN ENVIRONMENTALLY
DELICIOUS CONSCIENCE
Jason Van Genderen and
David Sivyer
This workshop explores the
latest in iPhone film-making
gadgets, practical tips and
techniques for making your
smartphone the centre of your
production tool kit. If you’ve
ever considered making an
online social media campaign
or a short film on your phone,
then don’t miss this fun and
interactive workshop. The topic
of the short film is reusing
food waste in a healthy and
sustainable manner.
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OPENING NIGHT EVENT
6pm – Midnight

FRIDAY 15 NOVEMBER
6pm
Official Program Launch

Join us for drinks and canapés
at the announcement of the
Real Film Festival 2019 full
program. Celebrate the short
and feature length films about
some of the most moving,
informative and challenging
real stories screening across
the Hunter, be in the company
of the Hunter’s own screen

industry professionals and
enthusiasts and rub shoulders
with some of Australia’s
leading screen practitioners.
Get behind the scenes and
celebrate the art of storytelling
through film. Dress cocktail.

7pm
Film Screenings and Q&A
9pm		
Launch Party

b ar
RE STAURANT
BE E R G ARDE N
FUNCTIONS

1 B O ND ST NE WCA ST LE
WWW . CU ST O M S . NE T . A U
E : i n fo @ c u st o ms . n et . au
4 9 2 52 58 5

Your perfect Summer destination
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Customs House – 1 Bond Street Newcastle

SHORT FILM
SCREENING

ADVANCED SCREENING

ALFIE’S RESCUE
STORY

Runtime: 4 minutes
Rating: Unclassified (PG)

Feature Film: In My Blood it Runs
A rare insight into the world of 10-year old
Dujuan, an Arrernte/Garrwa boy living in
Alice Springs who is a child-healer, speaks
three languages yet is ‘failing’ in school. As
he faces increasing scrutiny from welfare
and police, his family battle to keep him safe,
grounded in language, culture and identity –
the only solution they know works.
Q&A in response to Dujuan’s statement to
the UN Human Rights Council; “I want my
school to be run by Aboriginal people”.
Classification: Unclassified (M)
Runtime: 84 minutes
Director: Maya Newell

Holding a newborn
brings joy, relief,
exhaustion and a
little trepidation.

SHORT FILM
SCREENING

STAR HOTEL RIOT

Runtime: 26 minutes
Rating: Unclassified (M)
Q&A session
with Director

This short film reaches
into the annuls of the
1979 Newcastle Star
Hotel Riot.
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MASTERCLASSES

NewSpace – Corner of Hunter St and Auckland St Newcastle

SATURDAY 16 NOVEMBER
9am – 11am

11.30am – 1.30pm

TELLING YOUR
BUSINESS STORY
Jason van Genderen

PANEL DISCUSSION:
SOCIAL CHANGE –
STORYTELLING THROUGH FILM
Lisa Scott (Producer)
Don McAlpine (Cinematographer)
Joanne McCarthy (Journalist)
Ian Hamilton (Director)

Do you own or manage an SME?
Struggling for ways to make
magnetic content for your
business social channels? This
fun, enlightening workshop will
give you practical know-how,
insider tips and plenty of ideas
to tell your business story
creatively.
Van Genderen’s enthusiastic
passion for accessible
storytelling teamed with
a unique skillset using
smartphones for broadcast
production makes for a
compelling, eye-opening
workshop that’ll leave you
inspired and skilled to start
making your own content.
Page 12
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Screen stories can spark social
change by raising awareness
of real issues in a world facing
a climate emergency, shifting
global power structures, and
increased social, cultural
and economic inequity and
discrimination. Independent
research, reporting and
storytelling have never been more
important. This panel discussion
explores a new age of screen
content – the democratisation of
storytelling through the increase
in individualised content creation,
global passion for social change
and access to audiences.
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REAL FILM
FESTIVAL SHORTS

SATURDAY 16 NOVEMBER

Join us for an afternoon of short film
screenings and panel discussion with
leading screen industry experts.
2pm – 4pm

AYMON GOW
RESCUE STORY
Director:
Andy Grieve
A casual surf at his favourite break
turned to tragedy for Aymon Gow when
a wipeout onto a sandbank left him
conscious but unable to move.
THE BEEMAN
Directors:
Samantha Marlowe
and Frances Elliott
A local conservationist saves an
unwanted swarm of bees from
extermination using his gift; the ability
to communicate with honeybees.

WASTE STORY
Director:
Jason Van Genderen
‘It All Comes Back To You’.
Simple stories showcasing a local
community organisation doing their bit
to make our region cleaner and greener.
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SHE STARTS –
EPISODE 1
Director:
Rachel Storey
She Starts is an intimate insight into the
lives of four visionary female founders
as they navigate the first six months of
the startup journey.

TOMAREE: AN
ANCIENT SUMMIT
Directors:
Lachlan Carney
A journey through Tomaree National
park exploring, educational messages,
intriguing stories and the surreal beauty
of the famed location like never before.

OUT ON THE STREETS
Director:
John Haley
For the estimated 40% of homeless
youth in America who identify as LGBTQI,
embracing their true identity often
meant that they must also struggle to
live on the streets.

The Conservatorium of Music
Corner of Laman Street & Auckland Street Newcastle

DISCUSSION PANELLISTS

Rachael Blake
Actress

David Caesar
Director

TMC – A SHORT FILM
ON MOVEMENT
Director:
Peter Danks
The documentary follows the story
of Rod Cooper, the owner and head
teacher of The Movement Collective in
Newcastle.

SHE STARTS –
EPISODE 2
Directors:
Rachel Storey
Do they have what it takes to secure
funding and scale their businesses?
And can they push through their fears
to step into the spotlight.

Scott Hartley

Don McAlpine

Producer

Cinematographer

FABRIC
Director:
Isobel MacLean
A short documentary about the beauty
of natural fabrics.

LIVES IN ACTION
Directors:
Lillian Paterson &
Hawanatu Bangura
Hear from six Australians challenging
the intersecting barriers of disability
and ethnicity.

FINISH LINE
Director:
Saeed Mayahy
Story of a woman athlete from Iran who
is trying to get back on the field after
her accident and also faces deprivation
because she does not agree to compete
with hijab in international events.

In Partnership with
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694 Hermitage Rd
Pokolbin
02 6574 7085
pdwines.com.au
Open 7 Days
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Award winning craft beers from the
heart of the Hunter Valley
Family owned and operated
ironbarkhillbrewhouse.com.au
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FILM SCREENINGS
Customs House – 1 Bond Street Newcastle

SATURDAY 16 NOVEMBER
ADVANCED SCREENING

SHORT FILM
SCREENING

SAVE OUR COAST

Runtime: 15 minutes
Rating: Unclassified (PG)

6pm – 9pm
Feature Film: Green Light
In Australia, two men are working to provide
the last vestige of relief and in some cases,
cure for thousands suffering chronic
and terminal illnesses. Directed by Ned
Donohoe, Green Light is a documentary
that shows the two providing black market
medicinal cannabis for people who have
nowhere else to turn.
Q&A with Director, Ned Donohoe.
Continue the conversation with drinks
and canapés.
Classification: Unclassified (M)
Runtime: 71 minutes
Director: Ned Donohoe
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Save Our Coast is a
celebration of our
beautiful coastline,
the personal stories
and hopes to raise
community awareness.

SHORT FILM
SCREENING

WASTE STORIES OF
THE HUNTER

Runtime: 1 minute
Rating: Unclassified (M)

Simple stories
showcasing a
local community
organisation doing their
bit to make our region
cleaner and greener.

YOUR NEWS
EVERY DAY

LIMELIGHT FILMS
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REAL FILM FESTIVAL
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ZERO

ZERO

FILM FESTIVAL

FILM FESTIVAL

AUDIENCE CHOICE
AWARD
LOS ANGELES

AUDIENCE CHOICE
AWARD
NEW YORK

OFFICIAL SELECTION

PR O U D LY S U PP O R T I N G T H E R EA L FI L M FES T I VA L
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FILM SCREENINGS

Newcastle Museum – 6 Workshop Way Newcastle

SUNDAY 17 NOVEMBER
ADVANCED SCREENING

2pm – 4pm
Feature Film: Animals
A fierce and unapologetic celebration of
female friendship, Animals is an intimate,
funny and bittersweet examination of the
challenges of turning talent into action,
and being a modern woman, with faults,
longings and competing desires.
Based on a novel by Emma Jane Unsworth.
Directly followed by Q&A session.
Classification: Unclassified (R)
Runtime: 109 minutes
Director: Sophie Hyde
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SHORT FILM
SCREENING

MY UNCLES

Runtime: 14 minutes
Rating: Unclassified
A personal story of
homosexuality, the
joys and challenges
over 40 years
culminating in a
marriage.
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CLOSING NIGHT EVENT
5pm – 8pm

SUNDAY 17 NOVEMBER
5pm
Short Film Winners
Announced
We support the region’s young
and emerging film making
talent by showcasing new work
as part of the Real Film Festival
Short Film Competition. Short
films of stories which celebrate
diversity, focus on the Hunter
and address topics around
social justice, environmental

and human rights issues
to be screened and Short
Film Competition winners
announced. These submissions
compete for $12,000 of
cash prizes and mentorship
opportunities.

5.30pm – 8pm		
World Premiere Film
Screening, Q&A and
Closing Night Event

bounce.net.au

put some
bounce
in your
brand
ua.ten.ecnuob
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Newcastle Museum
6 Workshop Way Newcastle

WORLD PREMIERE

Feature Film: Lost in the Crowd
Heated Jackets. Levitating desk lights. Barking Wallets. Crowdfunding
platforms like Kickstarter have seeded a virtual revolution in funding
the un-fundable. But what happens to this $34 billion industry when
the wheels fall off? ‘Lost In The Crowd’ follows the triumphs and
pitfalls of three crowdfunded filmmakers seeking answers from
this unregulated space.
Q&A with Director/Producer Jason Van Genderen and
Producers Shane and Josephine Emmett.
Continue the conversation with drinks and canapés.
Classification: Unclassified (M)
Runtime: 70 minutes
Director: Jason van Genderen
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LAKE MACQUARIE

WORKSHOPS & FILM SCREENINGS
THURSDAY 21 NOVEMBER
9am – 11am

11.30am – 1.30pm

FILM LIKE A PRO ON
YOUR IPHONE
Jason Van Genderen

BUILDING VIRTUAL
WORLDS – VFX & VR
Michael Cox

This workshop explores the
latest in iPhone film-making
gadgets, practical tips and
techniques for making your
iPhone the centre of your
production toolkit.

The first half will be a discussion
on the Visual Effects and Virtual
Reality Industries, there place
in film now and into the future.
This talk will also discuss the
avenues people can take to
get a foothold in the industry
and the challenges, hurdles
and rewards one can expect
from this exciting field. The
second segment will be a
demonstration of how simple
it is to begin creating your own
virtual reality experiences.

If you’ve ever considered
making a movie on your iPhone,
then don’t miss this amazing,
interactive workshop.

Book tickets at realfilmfestival.com.au
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Warner’s Bay Performing Arts Centre
Lake Street Warners Bay

THURSDAY 21 NOVEMBER

6pm – 9pm
Feature Film: The Final Quarter

SHORT FILM
SCREENING

Adam Goodes was a champion AFL
footballer and Indigenous leader. In the final
three years of his playing career he became
a lightning rod for a heated public debate
and widespread media commentary that
divided the nation.
Q &A with AFL Footballer, Film Director
and Elders from It’s Time.
Continue the conversation with drinks
& canapés.
Classification: Unclassified (PG)
Runtime: 75 minutes
Director: Ian Darling

IT’S TIME

Runtime: 21 minutes
Rating: Unclassified (PG)
In response to the
PhD studies of Uncle
Pat Lock on Aboriginal
Leadership with the
University of Newcastle,
Awabakal Elders and
community gather for
a traditional ‘yarn up’
at the Macquarie Life
Church in Cardiff, NSW.
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MAITLAND

WORKSHOPS & FILM SCREENINGS
FRIDAY 29 NOVEMBER
9am – 11am

11.30am – 1.30pm

FILM LIKE A PRO ON
YOUR IPHONE
Jason Van Genderen

BUILDING VIRTUAL
WORLDS – VFX & VR
Michael Cox

This workshop explores the
latest in iPhone film-making
gadgets, practical tips and
techniques for making your
iPhone the centre of your
production toolkit.

The first half will be a discussion
on the Visual Effects and Virtual
Reality Industries, there place
in film now and into the future.
This talk will also discuss the
avenues people can take to
get a foothold in the industry
and the challenges, hurdles
and rewards one can expect
from this exciting field. The
second segment will be a
demonstration of how simple
it is to begin creating your own
virtual reality experiences.

If you’ve ever considered
making a movie on your iPhone,
then don’t miss this amazing,
interactive workshop.

Book tickets at realfilmfestival.com.au
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Maitland Gaol
6/18 John Street East Maitland

FRIDAY 29 NOVEMBER
ADVANCED SCREENING

6.30pm – 9.30pm
Feature Film: Sanctuary

SHORT FILM
SCREENING

The intimate story of Khaled, a young man
struggling to hold onto his humanity as he
searches across continents, for peace and
freedom. Khaled was born Iraqi but raised
in the Netherlands by his journalist father.

EXECUTION ISLAND

Q&A with Sanctuary Director Kaye Harrison
and Execution Island Director Jamie
Humphries.

Q&A with Director
Jamie Humphries

Welcome drinks and food carts
available on the night.
Classification: Unclassified (MA)
Runtime: 85 minutes
Director: Kaye Harrison

Runtime: 13 minutes
Rating: Unclassified (MA)

A night that will not be
forgotten. An eyewitness
account from Myuran
Sukumaran’s spiritual
adviser, Rev Christie
Buckingham.
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PORT STEPHENS WORKSHOPS

Port Stephens Council – 116 Adelaide Street Raymond Terrace

THURSDAY 5 DECEMBER
9am – 11am

11.30am – 1.30pm

FILM LIKE A PRO ON
YOUR IPHONE
Jason Van Genderen

BUILDING VIRTUAL
WORLDS – VFX & VR
Michael Cox

This workshop explores the
latest in iPhone film-making
gadgets, practical tips and
techniques for making your
iPhone the centre of your
production toolkit.

The first half will be a discussion
on the Visual Effects and Virtual
Reality Industries, there place
in film now and into the future.
This talk will also discuss the
avenues people can take to
get a foothold in the industry
and the challenges, hurdles
and rewards one can expect
from this exciting field. The
second segment will be a
demonstration of how simple
it is to begin creating your own
virtual reality experiences.

If you’ve ever considered
making a movie on your iPhone,
then don’t miss this amazing,
interactive workshop.

Book tickets at realfilmfestival.com.au
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PORT STEPHENS FILM SCREENINGS

Scotty’s Cinema – Adelaide St & Bourke St East Raymond Terrace

THURSDAY 5 DECEMBER
ADVANCED SCREENING

6pm – 9pm
Feature Film:
Defend Conserve Protect

SHORT FILM
SCREENING

‘Defend Conserve Protect’ unfolds as three
very distinct annual migrations take place
in the cold and furious Southern Ocean;
the illegal Japanese Commercial Whaling
Fleet; the Sea Shepherd Anti-Whaling Fleet;
and the whales.
Q&A with Acting Coordinator Sea Shepherd
Hunter & Central Coast Karina Micheli and
Ashley Treseder from Bulletproof: Ashley.
Continue the conversation with drinks
and canapés.
Classification: PG
(mild themes and animal slaughter)
Runtime: 76 minutes
Director: Stephen Amis

BULLETPROOF:
ASHLEY

Runtime: 26 minutes
Rating: Unclassified (PG)
After six months of
rehabilitation after
an accident, Ashley
Treseder starts from
scratch in his new home
with the support of
family and friends.
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FROM THE DIRECTOR
I am so thrilled to have curated yet another Real Film Festival for 2019!
We have a truly outstanding line up of presenters, workshops,
facilitated conversations and films this year.
The Real Film Festival, now in its 8th consecutive year, more than any
other film festival, I believe, celebrates the Hunter region’s unique
personality. We love to share stories about local people, discuss our
awareness of global issues and celebrate our passion for film.
For over seven years, we have presented films by independent
international, national and local storytellers whose presence at the
festival creates a buzz and honesty; it’s a world class event right on
our doorstep and the 2019 line-up is no exception!
The Real Film Festival has become an important event on Newcastle’s
cultural calendar and we are excited to be popping up in Lake
Macquarie, Maitland and Port Stephens in 2019.
A huge thank you to our generous sponsors, partners and supporters,
for committing to support the festival. Our gold patrons have been
with us from the beginning and our 2019 partners help us to deliver
the extensive, high-quality program for Hunter region communities.
Thanks to the Real Film Festival team, who have been unwavering
in their support of me – they have a fantastic combination of
professionalism and passion to help make this festival a cracker.
A huge thanks also, to the tireless festival volunteers who love films
as much as we do and always work hard to make sure you have a
comfortable, engaging and fabulous festival! Be sure to look out for
them for all your festival needs.
So, I hope you enjoy the festival this year and that you learn
something new, meet someone interesting or connect over an
issue you find important.
Annette Hubber
Real Film Festival Director
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PRINCIPAL PRESENTING PARTNER

PRINCIPAL GOVERNMENT PARTNERS

MAJOR PARTNERS

bounce.net.au

MEDIA PARTNERS

INDUSTRY PARTNERS

FESTIVAL PARTNERS

SUPPORTING PARTNERS

You may not be shooting
Lawrence of Arabia, but you’ll need
help out here on the dunes.
Location vehicles + Unit + Traffic + Security + Safety + Stunts
catolocationservices.com.au
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The iconic Australian makeup and
wardrobe trucks, established in 1983.
honeywagons.com.au
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